Haus Fans Quilt Block
Designed by Brenda Groelz following a trip to Karlsruhe, Germany, and originally published in Quilters Newsletter in September 1996, this little foundation-pieced block is still requested. (Note: Pattern is for the block only. Quilt rendering is a suggested setting.)

ASSEMBLY
1. Wash and press fabrics. Make templates for A and B, making small holes in the templates at the dots. Cut the patches listed in the materials and cutting box. Photocopy or trace the unit 1-9 foundations.
2. Referring to the block piecing diagram for color placement, foundation piece units 1-9 and join units as shown, matching the seams of the roofline and the window patches to make the house.
3. Join A to the house as shown, matching dots to seam lines. In the same manner, join B to complete the block.

MATERIALS AND CUTTING
Requirements are based on 40” fabric width.

BLOCK SIZE: 6”

MATERIALS | YDS. | CUTTING
--- | --- | ---
Assorted Prints | scraps | 1 A, 1 B, foundation patches

ALSO NEEDED: foundation paper, template plastic

TECHNIQUES USED: foundation piecing, curved piecing
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